
Our company is hiring for an events sales manager. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for events sales manager

Utilise knowledge of deal structure, ticketing and strategy in order to reach
new and existing clients’ objectives and maximise profit for both parties
Assist DOS in creating annual sales plans for each market segment
Ensuring optimal perception of Fillmore Miami Beach at the Jackie Gleason
Theater within the community within professional organizations
Facilitate detailed needs assessments with sales leadership and key business
stakeholders and translate business needs into an end-to-end program
strategy
Talk to the Event Manager handling the main program and confirm who their
main contact is to handle affiliates for the conference, conduct an
introductory call to discuss affiliate events and determine the rental fees if
meeting space is needed
Upon receipt of the inquiry, contact affiliate and confirm which conference
they are associated with, and explain their approval process, contact the
group to move forward in creating a contract
Contact main group for approval before proceeding in confirming space
availability with affiliate
Once approval is received and affiliate would like to secure event, move
forward in creating a contract
Obtain Convention Center report from Revenue Management with upcoming
future groups for future years
Solicit returning groups by referencing Delphi to possibly re-book past
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Qualifications for events sales manager

Clear about what motivates you to be the best every day
Previous experience in presenting, coaching and training teams or individuals
Strong leadership, people skills and ability to influence at all levels
Hospitality experienced within a leadership role in hotels
Knowledge of Fidelio/ Delphi or a similar database/reservations system
preferable
Knowledge of working practice & tools to drive C&E 3rd party channels,
revenue management/selling strategy


